The Band That Jack Built
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Here is the dream that makes strings hum
This is the band that Jack built. There's a man on the gin-o-phone to help the drum to have things hum.
Then there's the face of the tall string base that wouldn't go far without the brass that sounds with the void of the sin - o - phone to
To Flute

Liebe Sie oder nicht, sie können es.
then there's the too-ting of the cute little flute that keeps the pace of the tall strings bass that wouldn't go far without the guitar that
Wouldn't go far without the guitar, that blends with the sound of the san - do - phone to help the drum. To wake those hums.
by doing that helps the too-tiny of the cute lit-tle-flute that keeps the pace of the tall strings bass that would not go far without the
this is the band